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Cryssallographic techniques are used In aany scientific fields, and, at first
instance, all a'f?I..1 cation* apyaer to use the sane theory and instrumentation.
Hovr-.»-- a close* lock at th« requirements posed by the different fields reveals
t'iiar. th*. strategies for both analysis and data collection employ quite different
approaches, based on widely different denands.

In the following sections we highlight the differences between the major usages
of neutron crystallography. From a perusal of the different requirements, it is
clear that several different instruments are required, some with overlapping char*
acteristics. Ue do not specifically address the number of Instruments required in
each category, but some comments on the total usage are given In each section.

1: Chemical Crystallography

In chenical crystallography and in the structural study of snail molecules, the
unit cells are small, about 3 to 20 A. The requirements in direct space resolution
for such studies dictate a range of incident wavelength from 0.5 to about 2 A.
Position sensitive detectors (PSDs) are essential for the diffractometer. In many
studies, there are closely spaced satellite reflections arising from long-wavelength
modulations in the scattering density, or perhaps there are closely spaced peaks
from twinned crystals such aa those that occur in the high Te superconductors.
Studies of such systems can best be made with small FSDs covering about 10*xl0*
with good spatial resolution. Studies of small molecules require the collection of
perhaps 1,000 to 10,000 reflection intensities, so that larger FSDs are necessary.
For these studies we suggest using area detectors covering 60*x30*. with a spatial
resolution of about 3 mm or better.

2: Precision Measurements of Structure Factors

High precision measurements (e.g. Debye-Waller factor determination) require
the accurate subtraction of thermal diffuse scattering (TDS). The direct approach
is to reject inelastic (quaslelastic) scattering. Energy ban-i-pess widths of
£ 50 peV can be obtained by a conventional 3-axls spectrometer with a special
backscattering attachment; this is sufficient to remove most TDS, even in elas-
tically soft materials. Low-resolution spin-echo spectrometers also can provide
the needed energy resolution.
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3: Magnetic and Modulated Systems

The materials of interest have cell edges typically in the range 3*20 A,
although the periodicity of structural or magnetic modulations say be much larger
(up to 200 A or ior<). The integrated intensities of Bragg reflections must be
•easured with a precision of better than 1% over a dynamic range of l:10**6. For
•any aagnetlc studies, data needed up to sinO/A - 0.7 and, in some cases e.g. rare
earths to sinO/A -1.0. For such experinents, Incident wavelengths in the range
0.8-1.5 A are suitable. To resolve long-period modulations, a diffractometer with
much longer wavelength (2*5 A) is useful.

Experiments on magnetic and nodulated structures require access to a very
wide-range of sample environments, with temperatures of 2,500 K - 10 mK, magnetic
fields to 10T or more, and pressure to 40 kbar or more. Installation of the sample
environment may dictate the diffractometer's geometry. For bulky environments such
as large magnets and dilution cryostats, normal beam geometry may be the best
solution in which the sample rotates about a single (vertical) axis and the detector
about a horizontal and a vertical axis; otherwise, 4-circle geometry la appropriate.
These diffractometers should be equipped with PSDs covering a solid angle of about
10'xlO*, with a resolution of - 0.2*/pixel. Such a detector will allow accurate
integration of single reflections and rapid reciprocal space scans to locate
incommensurate scattering.

Ideally, measurements of the polarization dependence of the intensities of
Bragg reflections would be made by including positions for polarization filters,
spin flippers, and guide fields in both the incident and diffracted beams of a
normal beam diffractometer. Unless and until a good polarizing filter is developed,
a special diffractometer with a polarizing monochromator (Heusler or other) is
required. Polarization analysis is a valuable tool to resolve some magnetic struc-
tural problems, but until polarization filters are available these experiments are
probably best done using a triple-axis spectrometer.

4: Hacromolecular Structures

(a) Slnfla Crystals. Table 1 shows the range of problems to be studied and
also shows which of these problems will be feasible. For most of these studies, a
cold gas-flow low-temperature facility would be useful. For the longer experiments,
a combination of cold gas for fast cooling and a cryo-refrigerator at the desired
low temperature (e.g. 15 K) would be useful.

The chief requirement, however, is for efficient PSDs of large solid-angle
since all experiments are limited by counting statistics. There is a long waiting
list of important problems which cannot be tackled at present because oflack of beam
time at the three or four sites in the world where measurements can be made. The
accuracy required on intensity is about 2 to 5%, since errors inherent in structural
models limit the accuracy on the calculated intensity to 5 to 10%.

(b) Crystalline-Fibres. The most difficult experiments (e.g. on DNA fibres)
are limited by counting statistics, and they require PSDs similar to those used for
protein crystals.



Table 1: Rang* of Neutron Studies on Kacromolecular Single Crystals.

Resolution
fd uln. to

High 0.8 - 1.2

Unit Call Edge
(to

30 • 50

Sample Siza
(a)

Reason

1 - 4 Geoaetry;
Exchange

Medium l.S - 2.5 30 - 150 0.4 - 4 Exchange;
Solvent
Interactions

Low 5 - 15 100 - 1000 0.2 - 1 Phasing; Low
Resolution

5: Laue Methods

Laue diffraction could be used for the following studies:

(a) Fast measurement (hours to days) of small-macroaolecular structures, for
example, as a function of temperature or other variable.

(b) Extending protein diffraction studies to smaller samples. The clearest
need is for a 10- to 100-fold increase in power, so that crystals of small or mediu
proteins of easily attainable size, 0.3-1 mm on edge, can be studied to medium
resolution.

Multilayer filters, guides, or supemirrors can be used to tailor the S/X/X
range to that needed, for example, to attenuate short wavelength neutrons.

6: Detector Requirements

Two-dimensional detectors will be required for all crystallographic appli-
cations like chemical and protein crystallography, as well as for magnetic scat-
tering. For fibre diffraction experiments that require days of exposure at one
saaple position the use of an Image plate type of detector would be of advantage.
Such 'detectors' are now available for x-rays. However, there is no reason why
suitable converters cannot be used to convert these large, dynamic range detectors
for neutron studies. Scanners to read these image plates are still relatively
primitive, but we expect that scanners with large dynamic ranges will be developed.
The detector requirements fall into two categories.



1: Large 2D detectors:
resolution - laa
counting rate -10**S counts/second
good dynamic ranga (battar than 10**5)
good apatlal and counting rate stability
efficiency of - 80%, with a wavelength range of .5 to 4 A

We expact that different detectors will ba needad to covar this wavelength
range. The lower wavelength ranga (.5 to 2 A) is needed for Magnetic and chemical
structural studies, with protein crystallography at the higher end with a wavelength
region of 1 to 4 A.

The size of the detector depends on the strategy of the experiment. Typically,
an area of 64 * 120 degrees needs to b* covered: this requirement can be vet by an
array of identical detectors that can be moved over a limited range, or, in a fixed
focal system, an expanded 'Banana'-type detector can be used.

2: Small two-dimensional detectors with high resolution:

For many applications the use of a snail two-dimensional detector covering one
reflection only is desirable. A detector with a resolution of .3mm with an overall
counting rate of 10**6/sec is required. New research and development is needed to
reach some of these parameters.

Present day wire detectors are well suited for the large scale detector, and
have A suitable resolution of 1 ma with a counting rate reaching 10**6 and good
positional and counting-rate stability. The necessary increase in counting rate
can be achieved by improved paralled read-out systems that have been developed for
neutron and synchrotron applications.

Neutron detectors with resolution of .3 mm need to be developed, and will
probably be of the scintillation type.

Data acquisition systems for the detector read-out must accept the high
counting rates by providing parallel input channels with at least a rate of
10**6 c/sec. Projected stroboscopic experiments for time-dependent studies
need large 'external' memory subsystems, with storage capabilities up to gegabyte
range. Such fast, specialized memory subsystems will be managed by independent
microprocessors and linked via DMA to the user's application computer and graphics
system. Vith a little effort in research and development modern electronics can
provide all the capabilities to assemble such a data acquisition system.

«

7: Computers: Graphics and Data Reduction

With the development of new high-performance diffraetometers an increase in
the computer power available for on-line data analysis at the instrument will be
required that is at least proportional to the effective flux increase. Greater
sophistication in the data analysis will probably impose yet higher requirements.
Problems may arise in long-term data storage since data may be generated at rates
of up to 100 MB/min. The problems may be resolved by the development of fast,
sophisticated on-line data reduction algorithms or by the availability of very
high-density, fast-access, bulk-storage devices.



It In essential that programs for rapid three-dimensional graphical display of
the data are developed to perait on-line control of the quality of the dita, and to
allow decisions on the future course of the experiment to be made. New algorithms
for fitting models of the scattering process to the total diffraction pattern also
need to be developed.

Ve enphaslze that these problems are common to all dlffractoaeters using PSDs,
and advantage should be taken of the developments being made for synchrotron-based
dlffractometers.

8: Neutron Optics

It seems unlikely that the needs for single-crystal diffraction will provide
the most stringent requirements for monochromator crystals. Be (002) with 0.3°
mosaic in vertical focussing arrays will be the optimum choice for many applica-
tions. Development of other monochromator crystals with a similar mosaic spread
will be useful for instruments with fixed take-off angles.

Although there may be further improvements in polarizing crystal mono-
chromators, it is probably desirable to develop polarizers independently of
aonochromators. Stacks of polarizing multilayers already seem on the vergn of
outperforming Heusler alloy monochromatora as polarizers at wavelengths > I..5 A,
but they will require more development (i.e., larger acceptance angles) at shorter
wavelengths.

9: Multilayer Monochromators and Filters

Multilayer monochromators can be adapted to provide efficient filters for
harmonic wavelength components. They have reflectivities of better than 95%, with
X/2 rejection of four orders of magnitude. As filters, multilayers can be used as
premonochromators for selecting the appropriate wavelength band followed by a narrow
bandwidth monochromator (for example, Co or Ce).

For geometrical reasons It might be better to use the multilayer in the
transmission set for X/2 or X/2. To achieve this configuration, multilayers on
neutron transparent backing plates need to be developed. For geometries requiring
wide beams, Soller-slit type multilayers are needed. Multilayers also might provide
useful devices to produce beams with a suitable S X for the modified Laue technique.
For this technique, a wavelength bandwidth of 10% might be used so that wholtt
reflections are 'scanned' by the X width, with the crystal remaining stationary.
Compared with the classical Laue method, this modified Laue technique reducea
background considerably, while giving maximum instantaneous peak counts. Data
collection strategies for this type of integration have to be developed.



10 i Sureit Epvlronaenf

Efforts should b« Bade to develop saaller, lightar furnaces, cryostata,
and pressure calls capable of all attitude operation for Mounting on four circle
diffractoaeters. Specific areas of interest are:

1) Focussed radiation coupled furnaces for T S 3,000 X.

2) *He and *H«-*H« dilution refrigerators using absorbed rather than bulk
superfluid coolants.

3) Large diaaond high pressure cells for saaples - 0.3 sm or sore.

*This work performed under the auspices under the U.S. DOE under Contract#
DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


